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Automated perimetry is widely used for the detection and follow up of glaucomatous field loss. Evaluation of the pointwise sensitivity or threshold variation in visual field data constitutes an important component of perimetric assessment. Indeed, the behaviour of early glaucomatous field loss is characterised by this variability and fluctuation. l1
The Humphrey field analyser (HFA) is typical of advanced perimeters in providing the clinician with a battery of devices to quantify and interpret this pointwise sensitivity variation and threshold fluctuation. STATPAC5 (HFA's results analysis package) produces pattern deviation maps of the field by comparing the tested thresholds at each location to age corrected normal values adjusted to the subject's hill of vision. Locations that have a low probability of occurring in the normal database are flagged. The extent of all the deviations is summarised by the pattern standard deviation (PSD) index. Short term fluctuation (SF) is partly a measure of subject response variability. STATPAC This paper illustrates a new framework for estimating pointwise sensitivity variation and fluctuation. The rationale exploits the inherent spatial dependence which exists between neighbouring sensitivity values in the field'2 and adheres to the trend of developing procedures that take this important relation into consideration.13 14 Simply, the difference between a sensitivity value and a suitable average of its neighbours is assumed to be a measure of the variance at that location. The size, direction, and site of these differences reflect the level of variability and non-uniform deviation across the field. An image processing technique was used to reduce the variability in visual field data in the previous paper. ' MD -0-26 to -17-93 dB, range of PSD 2-17 to 13-66 dB). All had optic disc appearance consistent with a diagnosis of glaucoma. The fields were selected to provide a reasonably representative sample of common patterns of glaucomatous field loss.
All subjects were tested on the HFA 630 (30-2 program) with the size III white stimulus in standard conditions. The data files comprising the results from each field examination were converted to files for a PC. The files were processed and analysed using purpose written software. The peripheral locations of the 30-2 grid (locations with x or y coordinates of +27 or -27) were excluded from further analysis. Each field was thereby reduced to an 8 by 8 matrix of points with the addition of four corner locations computed using a weighted interpolation of the three adjacent thresholds. Figure 4 . and SF. It must be stressed that the value of ae scale has these preliminary results is as an illustration of rinals. Note the methods. Future work will address the the normal application to a large number and variety of the normals visual fields. Other image processing techificantly low niques are being investigated to determine npared with their effectiveness. These may prove optimum (p<5%).
in providing a framework within which esti-,entations of mates of variability can be derived and cross differences validated with larger samples. Is) for three Local spatial variability (LSV) and the essed 8 by 8 rationale that underpins its derivation clearly to the HFA has advantages. Firstly, estimates of LSV are subject centred and unlike PSD or CPSD (pattern standard deviation corrected by subject's SF) are not dependent on normals' reference data. A measure of the departure from a normal height of the field for mean deviation is, however, still required. Secondly, an alternative to the current strategy for estimating SF is particularly appealing. Figure 5 . Dark areas indicate locations that are highly at variance with neighbouring points. When Werner and Drance4 first described the potential utility of threshold variations in predicting frank glaucomatous change the variations were local and not global. The types of plots described here could provide the clinician with an aid to interpreting the spatial configuration of variable locations that may be an early characteristic of glaucomatous field loss.
In summary, image processing techniques can be utilised to describe the threshold behaviour and spatial properties of field data. The LSV extracted by these processes correlates well with conventional parameters. LSV is determined without normals' reference data or replicate threshold measurement, thus saving test time. Moreover, the process could also provide clinically useful spatial maps of the non-uniform deviations and fluctuations within the field. These methods could, after further development and validation, be added to current perimeter software as a statistical bolt on and prove valuable in the detection and management of glaucomatous field loss. 
